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The Carrion Plant (Stapelia gigantea) 
by Master Gardener Rebecca Mendez 

 

Throughout the hot days of this summer, imagine my surprise to find that one potted plant is thriving 

outside on my backyard patio. My “survivor plant” pictured below  is called the carrion plant. It is also 

known as the starfish flower, the giant toad plant, or starfish cactus, although the plant is not a cactus.  

Rather, carrion plants are small, spineless, cactus-like succulent plants. Most species are native to South 

Africa but are usually grown as potted plants elsewhere. The squared-off spineless stems have a velvety 

touch to them. They tend to form a clump and spread by generating new growth from each stem.  

The carrion plant grows quickly and, here in our south Texas climate, can be planted in the ground or in a 

pot. A rock garden is recommended as a place to plant it directly in the 

ground. My personal preference is to grow it in a pot outdoors.  

The carrion plant’s main attraction is its flowers. Its flower buds are 

pod-shaped and gradually open into an eye-catching and large star-

shaped flower about 10-12 inches wide. They usually bloom in the late 

summer and fall.  
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While the flower is beautiful, there is one 

drawback that some gardeners may find 

offensive. The flower emits the slightly 

unpleasant odor of decomposing meat, which 

attracts flies as pollinators. However, within  2 to 

3 days, the flowers dry up and fall off. 
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https://www.centraltexasgardener.org/resource/carrion-

plant/ 

To plant this unusual succulent, seeds can be used, although a stem is easier. Use well- draining soil like 

a cactus/succulent mix. After choosing a wide, shallow planting container, for the carrion plant, place a 

saucer underneath the container. This saucer will serve as a water reservoir for the plant.  
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Water the carrion plant once a week. Place the succulent in direct sun. It can tolerate temperatures above 

55 degrees. Like many other succulents, it should be moved to an indoor space in the winter to avoid 

freezing. To propagate, seeds can be used, as can cuttings which have healed over several days. 

 

For more information, check out https://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/rusk/growingCarrionFlower.html 
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